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The Next Door não é somente um jogo.
é algo a ser experimentado.
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Simple little indie platformer with great art and atmosphere.. This review is written after playing through the first two chapters
of the story.
Ticket to Earth is a really enjoyable and addictive Puzzle-Strategy Game with RPG Elements, that I would highly recommend.
The gameplay is easy to learn but has also depth to it, which shows intself once you have progessed through the story and unlock
more characters and abilitys.
The story, world and characters, while not terribly unique and following some well traveld tropes fit into their own world quit
nicely, and you want to follow the plot along, You can see many inluences from other Sci-Fi Media, yet it never feels to much
like a ripoff.
My biggest complaint is that sometimes there can be mood dissonance with the situations and the character, which will show
itself in the dialog, and sometimes the missions can blend together a bit.
Overall this is a really good games and I can't wait for the next Episode.. A wonderfully clever party game, super approachable
and friendly to players of all levels.. This game is pure adrenaline.

Do not play this if you have potato fingers like me.. I guess I should give it a thumbs up since I use this portrait. Long Live
Nurghelm!. The AI don't make any progress in my games.I try it multiple times and the AI after it buy 2 sectors that's it.
Do not buy this game even Alpha or Early Access games have better AI from this.
To bad and i was having this game in my wish list from August.. Epic Horror Game!!. Take command as the British
Commonwealth and U.S. forces fight the Germans in the North African theatre and lead your battalion to victory in challenging
tactical battles.. Might try to build a hack for this idk. Pros:

· Hand drawn art

· 50% of the revenues go to players who created levels in the game

· Original and very different levels

· Humor

· Difficulty

· Cheap

Cons:

· Could be a bit longer

· Some players were probably drunk when they made their levels (which is also funny tho)
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The card-based combat is a lot of fun, and helps to set the game apart from the slew of other small dungeon crawlers available
on Steam. It will be much better once there's a campaign, instead of just random dungeons, but even in its incomplete state,
there's enough entertainment here for $5.. This is a very good game. The puzzles were fairly easy. The story was good. I liked
the way something in the house changed or the situations changed when you figured something out. If I'm to give anything a bad
word, it would be that around half way through the game, everything is foggy and blurry until you get right up to it. maybe you
meant it to be that way. maybe your character is getting tired. I don't know. It was also a funny music puzzle. Mary had a little
lamb. Really? LOL. for a couple of dollars and 3.1 hours, it was fun and worth it to me. oh yeah, the achievements are
extremely easy to get. you just have to keep your eyes open and look around.. The soundtrack is dank.
Also less Russian bias than War Thunder so like, that's a perk.
Spurdo Sp\u00e4rde, much love for the Finnish teams who bring games like this to life.
. Brilliant FREE game, that trumps similar puzzle-solving games by giving you infinite solutions, and encouraging you to take
advantage of its wonkiness. The closest thing I can compare it to is the Scribblenauts series, although this isn't nearly as complex
of course.. Went bancrupt after a few minutes of play... since starting the first mission... not even finished the tutorial and game
has ended :/

There's no freakin way to get pass the first mission. Not what I expected from the game aspiring to be the next in the series. At
first the look is quite good (although the translation to Polish is buggy - fonts are broken for Polish diacritic symbols).

Also the charts on "who's expected to come" are broken. I have high levels of workers on the chart, but actually there are oldies
coming in reality. How am I supposed to play with that! Please fix that!

And optimisation of the game is terrible. My computer is running at horrible rate heating up...

Gamers: please hold on with buying until all errors are fixed.
Devs: please fix bugs... and make the UI better! pretty pls!
Publishers: please provide better localization

What a piece of s-h-i-t!. I imported my character from the main game and basically ran through the game with fighting as less as
possible because the combat system gets fast really boring .... (still could defeat the endboss easily)

but i indeed enjoyed some parts of the game like
-> the loading screens, they look really nice and i'd rather watch them for my ~2 hours "playtime" instead of actually playing the
game normally...
-> the graphics ... even it just took me ~2 hours to play it to the end i mainly just looked at some fancy horizons

Also the game can explain itself quiet well how a player sits in front of his screen during his playthrough with an ingame
screenshot.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1348636915

1/10 liked the part of the walking simulator where you didnt have to fight. Still totally 15€ worth for ~2 hours of gameplay.. its
never going to be finished
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